An optical message switching system delivers messages from N sources to N destinations using beams of light. The redirection of the beams involves vector -matrix multiplication and a threshold operation. The input vectors are set by the sources and may be viewed as the addresses of the desired destinations. In a massively parallel system, it is highly desirable to reduce the number of threshold (non-linear) elements, which require extra wiring and increase clock skew. Moreover, the threshold devices have a sensitivity parameter (implied by the technology) de ned as the gap in which the outcome of the device is not determined. This gap is largely e ected by the crosstalk which is the maximum number of joint set bits in any pair of addresses, implying a lower bound on the maximum intensity for which the outcome of the threshold operation is determined.
Broadcast-to-all -A processor may broadcast a message to all the destinations simultaneously. Broadcast-to-some -A processor can send one message to any subset of up to t processors (where t is a positive integer which is a xed parameter of the system).
The optical realization of such an interconnection system involves for each source a device which is capable of directing a light beam to any one of the desired destinations. This mechanism may be viewed as an optical analogue of a multiplexor, called the optical multiplexor. It is a box having an input address of at least log N bits as its input. The output of the multiplexor is a light beam directed towards one of N distinct destinations. Such an optical device can also serve as a basic component in the realization of optical memory, truth-tables and ALU operations Fei88] . When a collection of N multiplexors share the same set of N destinations then the system is called an optical crossbar (see also MJR89, Rei89] and Fei88] Sec. 3.6.4 and 7.6.2). The collection of all N addresses is called the address space of the system. The number of bits constituting an address is called the address size. We shall later formulate the notion of an address space as a set system BF].
Previous suggestions for the realization of optical multiplexors, have used either acousto-optic devices or vector -matrix product systems. Although systems involving acousto-optic devices are being studied extensively, they experience some severe restrictions. 1 In this paper we focus on message switching systems which involve vector -matrix products Nef85, McA85, DKGS88] . Implementing these typically make use of spatial light modulators (SLMs) to construct optical crossbars. The crossbar multiplexors use N address bits each. For routing every bit is associated with one destination, and is controlled by a di erent SLM. By setting a single bit to 1, the processor blocks all other destinations and hence only one light beam is transmitted. This method, however, uses very large addresses of size N, hence both the complexity of the electronic circuitry controlling the SLMs and the light energy that is required to illuminate them are very high YCH88]. It is thus extremely important to nd address spaces of smaller sizes, for which all other system requirements are kept.
The problem of reducing the number of address bits used to control the optical multiplexor, lies in the di culty of achieving a good \separation" of two address words that are encoded by a short description. Clearly, if the system cannot distinguish between two addresses, a message to one of the destinations associated with these addresses may mistakenly reach the other destination as well. This problem was posed by Manilo et. al. in MJR89] . They introduced a quantity that measures this di culty of separation, namely the crosstalk. In the context of this work, the crosstalk is the maximal number of bits set to '1' which two di erent addresses have in common. We later view addresses as set systems, so that the crosstalk becomes the size of the intersection of two di erent sets (the intersection size).
The crosstalk varies between two extreme values: at one extreme, the crosstalk may vanish to zero. This situation, easily achieved when the address size is N, appears when every two addresses, viewed as binary vectors, are orthogonal. On the other hand, we shall see in section 3 that when the address size is asymptotically optimal, (log N), then the crosstalk is (log N). Manilo et. al. presented an architecture that uses p N address bits with crosstalk of at most one MJR89].
How is the crosstalk related to the complexity and the performance of a free space implementation of an optical multiplexor? Free-space optical systems consist of linear and non-linear components. A linear component outputs a linear combination of its inputs, while a non-linear component outputs a non-linear function of its inputs. Linear components (such as lenses or mir-1 In principle the time taken to set an acousto-optic device can be as small as a few nanosec, however it is limited by the time taken for a sound wave to propagate across the device and hence depends on the size of the system. For small constructions microseconds can be achieved. A major problem with these devices is that one can only de ect the beam to about 30 di erent spots. Finally, the RF power required is large, 100 mW to 1 W. See also FRS90]. rors) are ideal for free-space optical systems, since they are passive elements (i.e., they do not use an external source of energy). Thus, they do not employ extra wiring and do not contribute to the clock skew, which are two of the major bottlenecks of parallel architectures. On the other hand non-linear components, such as SLMs, or bistable devices require an external source of energy and adjustment time. Therefore we wish to reduce the use of non-linear elements in the realization of a multiplexor. When the crosstalk is high the optical system has to perform highly non-linear threshold operations in order to distinguish between two di erent address words. The problem then is to design a free-space optical multiplexor with a small address size, while minimizing the use of non-linear components.
Consider the non-linear components of a message switching system. Typically, these would consist of some threshold element with xed sensitivity. In other words, the problem is to design a message switching system with any number N of processors, and a given, xed parameter of sensitivity D th of the non-linear components. For example, consider some threshold device which can distinguish between a level X of beam intensity and level X + D th , say it outputs a 0 when the beam intensity is X and a 1 when the beam intensity is X + D th . Once the system grows (N increases), it is customary to assume that X increases too. However, once the input intensity is scaled down, the threshold gap D th is scaled down, too. This would typically require this gap to grow with the crosstalk.
Reif Rei89] considered address spaces with address size 2 log N and crosstalk log N ? 2, where the crosstalk may get up to log N ? 2 while the threshold gap stays constant D th = 2. Here we present address spaces of size (log N), where the crosstalk does not exceed a constant fraction of the address size, and the sensitivity parameter D th increases together with the crosstalk so that to allow the distinction of any two address words, regardless of the size of the system. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 1.1 introduces the notion of linearity in optical systems. Section 2 uses Cherno bounds in order to show the existence of low crosstalk, small sized address spaces. Similar analysis holds for the construction of address spaces supporting the broadcast-to-some communication mode (Section 2.1). In Section 3 we show that the crosstalk of small sized address spaces is large, thus proving the optimality of the result from the previous section. Section 4 gives an explicit construction of address spaces. For small (\practical") Ns this construction may beat the probabilistic one as the involved constant is small. In Section 5 a brief description of the structure of an optical multiplexor is given.
Non-Linearity in Multiplexors
We brie y introduce the non-linearity which is inherent in optical multiplexors.
De nition 1 A linear system (device) is a system (device) where the intensity of light at every output beam is a linear combination of the intensities of the input beams.
Clearly, any combination of linear systems (devices) is a linear system. We shall think of an optical multiplexor as having two possible light intensities for an input beam, and , representing the '1' and '0' binary values, correspondingly (obviously, ; > 0). A folk theorem shows the impossibility of realizing an optical multiplexor by a linear system having a small address size.
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The reason for this is that X re ects the noise in the system. In a working system the noise comes from actual physical crosstalk. Here we consider the noise coming from a \combinatorial crosstalk" which, we show, cannot be avoided in optical multiplexors having small address sizes.
Theorem 1 Folk] A multiplexor with m < N address bits and N destinations cannot be realized by a linear system.
Since linear systems (such as convolution, or Fourier transform) do not su ce to realize the optical multiplexor, a possible solution is to use threshold bistable devices which perform non-linear operations (see e.g., Hin88]).
O(log N)-bit Address Spaces Exist
We are going to construct an address space for a machine with N origins and destinations for routing permutations of messages. Each destination will be represented by an address vector of C log N bits. Such a vector may also be thought of as the characteristic function of a subset of a domain of C log N elements and therefore we shall sometimes use the term \set system" as a synonym for the term \address space". We shall seek an address space with the property that each address vector has at least C log N a 1s (for some fraction a). The threshold of the address space D th is de ned as the di erence between the minimal size of an address vector (viewed as a subset), and the maximal size of the intersection of any pair of distinct address vectors. It will be convenient to set D th = C log N a d and use the parameter d as a measure of the threshold. In our implementation D th corresponds to the sensitivity of the optical threshold detectors. The question to be dealt with here is does there exist an address space of O(log N) bits, so that the number of 1s which is common to any two di erent addresses is relatively small, compared to the number of 1s at any one of the addresses?
Theorem 2 Let N be a natural number and 0 < d < 1. Proof: Let C and 0 < < be constants whose values will be speci ed later and set n = C log N.
The proof is divided into two steps:
The rst step is to give a probabilistic construction of a set system for which each set is of size at least ( ? )n and each pairwise intersection is of size at most ( 2 + )n. To this end consider an algorithm, which picks at random N vectors of n bits each, by Nn independent coin tosses.
Assume that each coin is biased so that the probability of a coin toss yielding 1 is and de ne the following events: event A: There is at least one vector having less than ( ? )n 1s. event B: There is at least one pair of vectors with at least ( 2 + )n 1s in common. event C: either A or B happens.
Thus by de nition, the set system exists, i PrfCg < 1. In order to establish the latter, it su ces to show that PrfAg < Putting m = n, n = C log N and = we get Prfx is bad g = Pr(S ( ? )n) e ? 2 n 2 = N ? C 2 log e 2 Thus, with a judicious choice of , , C, the probability thatx is bad, can be made rather small. The probability that any of the N random vectors is bad can be estimated by:
To give an upper bound on PrfBg, consider the random choice of a pair of random vectors, x;ỹ. Let and (6) is not valid.
Broadcast-to-Some
In order to implement the broadcast-to-some communication mode we de ne the following concept:
De nition 2 A ( ; t)-robust address space is an address space for N addresses, of size n = C log N bits, such that every vector has at least Ca log N 1s and each set of t vectors satisfy: Proof: The corollary follows from Theorem 2 and the following upper bound:
since by (9) a set system with d satisfying t(1 ? d) = 1 ? is a ( ; t)-robust address space.
Intersection of Two Addresses is Large
In section 2 it was shown that there exist sets of N vectors of O(log N) bits, where each vector has many 1s but fewer 1s in common with each of the other vectors in the set. In these constructions, the maximum 1s that two vectors share at the same positions is taken to be O(log N). A natural question is whether we can do better than this. That is, can we construct an address space of N vectors of O(log N) bits, but the largest number of common positions for any pair of vectors which contain 1s is (N) where (N ) log N N!1 ?! 0? This section answers this question negatively.
We reformulate the problem as follows:
De nition 3 A set F of subsets of f1; 2; ; ng is called a set -system. Let L be a set of nonnegative integers, a set -system F = fA 1 ; A 2 ; ; A N g is L-intersecting if for each i; j (i 6 = j), j A i \ A j j2 L.
A set of N 0-1 vectors of n entries each may be viewed as a set -system of size N. Each vectorx corresponds to a single set sx from the set -system, where sx is the set of indices of the set entries iñ x. As an example of such a set system, consider the following 3-bit vectors, where every two vectors have no more than one set entry in common: Set System = f 000; 001; 010; 011; 100; 101; 110 g. Thus, if we choose L = f0; 1g then the above set system is L intersecting.
There is a rich literature concerning upper bounds on the size of set -systems with restricted intersections. Here we use a strengthened version of the well known Ray-Chaudhuri -Wilson theorem:
Theorem 3 BF] Ex. 4.4.1] Let K = fk 1 ; ; k r g and L = fl 1 ; ; l s g be two sets of nonnegative integers and assume k i > l j for every i; j. Let 
O(log 2 N)-bit Addresses Construction
We have seen that the result from section 2 is asymptotically optimal. However it has several fundamental aws: rst, it proves the existence of an appropriate address space, rather than give a speci c construction. In systems that need to nd on-line a new address space (say, for a given N) the time required for the construction is large. Suppose that the randomized algorithm that is given is used, and suppose that we want high probability of success in small number of iterations.
Then n = C log N becomes larger than the minimum possible, since the probability is dependent on the deviation from the average, which in turn, depends on C.
Even when the set of vectors is already found, it has an irregular structure and needs to be stored at the local memory of each of the processors using it. I.e., a local memory of CN log N bits is required for each processor.
Another problem is that for moderate values of N, the C that we have guaranteed, might be higher than (say) log N. Thus, for some practical cases, log 2 N C log N. One may claim that, since the proof of Theorem 2 is a simple counting sieve, it is probably possible to nd address spaces with \shorter" vectors. Alas, this is not guaranteed.
In this section we show that if the asymptotic requirements of the algorithm are loosened a bit, then all the above problems are immediately solved. We use the formalism of section 3, where an address space corresponds to a set -system, and sets belonging to the set -system correspond to address 0-1 vectors. Only that it is not necessary that sets in the set -system are built of elements of f1; 2; ; ng. In this section, for example, the world from which elements are taken is the set of points of the integral plane.
De nition 4 A set -system for which all sets contain exactly k elements, is called k -uniform. Theorem 4 BF], pp. 47 For every k s 1 and n 2k 2 , there exists a k-uniform family F of size > (n=2k) s on a world of n points, such that j E 1 \ E 2 j s ? 1 for any two distinct sets E 1 ; E 2 2 F. The address space construction is a set system consisting of subsets of points in the plane. Each subset consists of all the points that are spanned by some polynomial of a certain degree, as we now describe.
Let p be the greatest prime n=k, so n=2k < p n=k. Fix a k-subset A of the eld GF(p). Recall that n 2k 2 , so p k. Let X be a set of n points containing A GF(p). For any function f : A ?! GF(p), the \graph" G(f) = f( ; f( )) : 2 Ag is a k -points subset of X. Our set -system consists of all the graphs of the polynomials of degree s ? 1 over GF(p), restricted to A. For two di erent polynomials of degree s ? 1, their graphs have at most s ? 1 points in common. The number of such polynomials is p s > (n=2k) s .
Optical Realization of Message Switching Systems
In the previous sections it has been established that a set-system of N vectors (each of size C log N bits) can be devised, such that the size of the intersection of any two di erent vectors does not exceed a certain threshold. But how can such a set system be used to construct a free space optical multiplexor? In this section we present a schematic design of such a system using simple optical components. In order to simplify the description we only show how processor i lights up the detector of destination j. In order to transmit a message a data path should also be activated, parallel to the control mechanism.
An address is used to select one of the N destinations through the following sequence of operations (see Fig. 1 ):
1. The input vector is set to the destination address. Optically, the input vector is a source of light beams (one for every bit set to one). For example, laser-diod arrays may be used (see e.g., Cha92]). 2. The intersection of the input vector with all the vectors of the set system is carried as follows.
The set system is realized by a simple transparency (or a hologram), in which '0' bits are dark and '1' bits are transparent. The intersection operation is a direct illumination of the set-system transparency (hologram) by light rays corresponding to the '1' bits of the input vector. 3. By the properties of the address space it is guaranteed that only the intersection of the input vector with the destination address exceeds a prespeci ed threshold. All outcomes of the previous step whose intensity is less than the threshold are blocked. The threshold operation can be carried either electrically, using a detector and a common comparator gate, or optically, using non-linear bistable devices (see Hin88] or Fei88] sec. 6.2).
We remark that the above is only a schematic description of an optical realization. As such, it ignores many lower-level implementation details (such as how to focus the light on the threshold devices). The optical multiplexor described above can be used to implement the three broadcast modes, i.e., point-to-point, broadcast-to-some, and broadcast-to-all. When the input vector matches only one vector of the set system, one message will reach the appropriate destination. This corresponds to the point-to-point communication mode. On the other hand, a processor may broadcast-to-all other processors by using the input vector1 whose bits are all set to '1'. In order for a processor to be able to send a message to t di erent locations, one may either use t di erent optical multiplexors for each processor, and hence pay with t N threshold devices, or use the multi set-system whose existence is proved by Corollary 1. In the latter case, the entries of the input vector are set to the binary OR of the addresses of the t destinations, and by Corollary 1 it is guaranteed that the receiving destinations are precisely the desired ones.
Global Con guration for a Message Switching System
So far we have discussed the realization of a single optical multiplexor (OM). We now show how to assemble N multiplexors and detectors to form a complete architecture. We de ne two concepts corresponding to the volume of a message switching system which uses N optical multiplexors.
1. The area A system is the total number of set-system bits. This de nition is motivated by the fact that the largest component in every OM is the set-system transparency. When assembling many OMs together the total size of these devices becomes the most crucial bottleneck. In particular, in order for them not to block each other's light they are commonly placed on the surface of the system.
2. The volume V system = (A system ) 3 2 . While true for the cube, this de nition is also motivated by the fact that this relation between surface area and volume holds for the sphere which is the 3-D form attaining the minimal volume for a xed surface area.
A straightforward OM architecture can be constructed by placing all N OMs on one face of a cube, and placing all the N detectors on the opposite face, such that every detector is visible from every OM, see Fig. 2 (note that a set-system transparency is \long" and \narrow", as should be for a N C log N-sized device). Let each processor use two OMs denoted by OM x and OM y . Each of OM x and OM y has p N destinations, thus the processor selects one destination out of N by tuning both OMs, so that the destination is selected when both OM x and OM y light beams hit the same detector. This setting is (schematically) depicted in light when the intensity exceeds a certain threshold. In our case a SEED detector will absorb light only when it has been hit by both OM x and OM y .
The whole architecture, namely the 'sqrt' architecture, is shown in 
Conclusion
We have discussed the asymptotic behind the design of small sized address spaces. The results show that all three communication modes, namely point-to-point, broadcast-to-some, and broadcast-toall, may be supported by O(log N)-sized addresses while keeping the cross-talk low.
This work calls for many extensions, involving the inclusion of various optical parameters such as energy loss, di raction and volume minimization, of which the abstract treatment in computer science forums is rather immature. 
